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Fluoride Kinetics of the Axial Skeleton Measured
in Vivo with Fluorine-18-Fluoride PET
Christiaan Schiepers, Johan Nuyts, Guy Bormans, Jan Dequeker, Roger Bouillon, Luc Mortelmans, Alfons Verbruggen
and Michel De Roo
Departments of Nuclear Medicine and Internal Medicine, University Hospital Gasthuisberg; and Laboratory of
Radiopharmaceutical Chemistry, KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

The aim of this study was to quantify regional bone blood flow and
influx rate with PET and [18F]fluoride in patients with metabolic bone

disorders. Methods: Dynamic imaging of the spine or pelvis was
performed after administration of 300-370 MBq of 18F . Plasma
clearance of 18F was determined in blood sampled from the radial
artery. A three-compartment model was used to estimate the
regional flow and fluoride influx rate. Results: In this preliminary
study, fluoride flux (in Â¿Â¿mol/min/liter)could be measured regionally.
The flux was consistent with the pathophysiology of the studied
metabolic disorders and allowed the various disease states to be
distinguished. Bone blood flow and influx rate were low in osteopo
rosis (in the "normal-appearing" bone) and high in Paget's disease.
Conclusion: With PET and [18F]fluoride,local bone blood flow and

fluoride influx rate can be quantified in patients in vivo. Metabolically
active zones have an increased influx rate and an accordingly
increased flow. In principle, this technique permits classification of
bone disorders and has potential for the monitoring of therapy
response in metabolic bone disease.
Key Words: 18F;skeletal flow; PET; metabolic bone disease
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Xhe usefulness of !8F~ for skeletal imaging was demonstrated

decades ago by Blau et al. (/), and it subsequently became the
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standard bone scan in clinical practice (2). The uptake of
fluoride in bone is rapid and occurs primarily by chemisorption
onto hydroxyapatite, followed later by exchange with hydroxyl
groups in the hydroxyapatite. After intravenous administration,
the radiopharmaceutical accumulates in the perivascular fluid,and the initial 1KF~ skeletal distribution is regarded as an

indicator of blood flow to bone (3). In areas of high osteoblastic
activity, immature bone is present, which has a large surface
area to adsorb the radiopharmaceutical. Charkes et al. (4,5)
emphasized the difference between skeletal flow and fluoride
uptake and mathematically analyzed the contributions of the
different compartments. Based on this compartmental model,
they elegantly described the implications for routine skeletal
scintigraphy in classifying normal and abnormal bone, both in
general and in focal disease states (6). Using clearance tech
niques in animals, Wootton et al. (7-9) showed that the
unidirectional extraction fraction of IXF~ in bone was 1 and that

the marrow uptake was negligible. Reeve et al. (10) found a
significant correlation between initial fluoride uptake and Ca2+

influx. In addition, two histological indices correlated with the
fluoride uptake, i.e., fraction of osteoid taking up double label
and corrected apposition rate, revealing the correspondence
between fluoride uptake and bone metabolic rate.

PET permits quantification of biochemical processes in vivo
and is routinely used in neurological, cardiac and oncological
applications (11,12). In a previous study from the University of
California at Los Angeles (UCLA) (13), the application of
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FIGURE 1. Fluoride kinetic model with three compartments: vascular (com
partment 1), extracellular (compartment 2) and bone (compartment 3). RBC,
red blood cells; ECF, extracellular fluid; k,-k4, diffusion rate constants.
Arrows indicate the direction. Rate constants k, and k2 represent forward
and reverse transport from plasma, respectively, and k3 and k4 represent the
uptake and release from bone, respectively, k, is equal to the local skeletal
flow if the extraction fraction of the tracer equals 1. These rate constants are
estimated with nonlinear regression.

[lxF]fluoride-PET with the whole-body imaging technique was

reported for the workup of bone malignancies.
Here, we concentrated on the determination of the flow and

influx rate of fluoride into the axial skeleton. The spine and
pelvis were selected as the main areas of interest because these
structures are relatively large and nonmoving in a resting supine
patient. Regional bone blood flow and fluoride influx were
estimated with compartmental modeling. Results for normal
human vertebrae were reported previously by Schiepers et al.
(14) and Hawkins et al. (75).

The relationship between 18F~-PET kinetics and bone histo-

morphometry in renal osteodystrophy was investigated by
Messa et al. (16). Recently, Berding et al. (17) reported a study
in which the [lxF]fluoride-PET method was used to evaluate

bone graft viability. Earlier, bone blood flow was studied in
tibial fractures with PET in a semiquantitative way by Ashcroft
et al. (/#) using [I5O]H2O. Bone marrow flow has been
analyzed with PET using [l5O]carbon dioxide by Martial et al.
(19) in hematological disorders and using [ISO]H2O by Kahn et

al. (20) in normal volunteers.
Here, we investigated the bone blood flow, fluoride influx

and flux in metabolic bone disease, specifically, of involved and
"normal-appearing" areas. The quantitative results of the ver

tebrae were compared to those obtained previously in normal
volunteers acquired with a similar PET system and acquisition
protocol (14,15). Another aim of this preliminary study was to
derive quantitative parameters for distinguishing disease states.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Imaging was performed with a Siemens/CTI ECAT-931 system

(Knoxvillc, TN). The patient's spine, pelvis or bone structure of

interest was positioned in the scanner. A transmission scan was
acquired to correct for attenuation effects of the tissues between the
origin of photons and the detectors.

Fluorine-18-fluoride was produced by 10-MeV proton irradia
tion of 300 /LI!of [I5O]H2O (Isotcc, OH) in a Cyclone 10/5

cyclotron (IBA, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium). The irradiated
[I5O]H2O was passed over an aniÃ³nexchange membrane (Bio-Rex

AG1-X8, with a diameter of 4 mm; Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA).
Fluorine- 18-fluoridc was eluted from the membrane with 3.5 mg of
K.HCO, dissolved in 700 /xl of H2O. The eluate was neutralized
and passed over a sterile 0.22-^.m filter.

A dose of 300-370 MBq of ISF was injected in an antecubital
vein as a bolus, and dynamic images were acquired for 1-2 hr over

the thoracic or lumbar spine or pelvis. Fifteen transaxial planes
were reconstructed with a thickness of 6.75 mm. Tracer plasma
clearance was determined by sampling blood from the radial artery.
Phantoms were used to calibrate the count rates between the PET
scanner and the arterial blood counting device. Both whole-blood

and plasma fluoride concentrations were analyzed.
By drawing regions of interest, we obtained time-activity curves

of regional skeletal uptake. Mathematical modeling (Fig. 1) was
applied to estimate the rate constants between the different com
partments, i.e., vascular, perivascular and cellular spaces. This tracer
kinetic model is the same as that used by Hawkins et al. (/5) and
differs from the whole-body kinetic model of Charkes et al. (4,5) in
that it is regional, without the need for a renal or total-body compart
ment. Rate constants k, and k2 represent forward and reverse transport
from plasma, respectively, and k, and k4 represent the uptake and
release from bone, respectively. If fis the extraction fraction of the
tracer, regional bone blood flow is represented by Equation 1:

Flow = fXki (in ml/min/ml). Eq.

k, is equal to the local skeletal flow if the extraction fraction f
equals 1, for which there exists experimental evidence (7,9). If the
specific mass of bone involved (p, in g/ml) is known, the regional
perfusion, i.e., concentration per mass tissue, can be calculated as:

Perfusion = f X k,/p (in ml/min/g). Eq.2
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FIGURE 2. Ratio of the fluorideconcen
tration in plasma to whole blood as a
function of time. All values after the
initial equilibration interval of 30 sec
were entered. The total number of data
points from all nine patients is 144. Note
the larger scatter around the mean of
1.3 at the beginning of the study.
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TABLE 1
Range of Blood Flow and Influx Rate in Normal-Appearing Bone

of Osteoporosis Patients

Type of
osteoporosisOld

age

Juvenilen4 1AreaLumbar

spine
Ilium
Sacrum
Thoracic spineFlow

(ml/min/ml)0.06-0.09

0.03-0.08
0.04-0.06
0.11-0.29Influx

(K,)
(ml/min/ml)0.035-0.049

0.019-0.036
0.018-0.032
0.050-0.071

It is customary to express the perfusion per 100 g of tissue. Macro
K is the net forward transport rate of fluoride to the bone
compartment, i.e., fluoride influx rate, and is defined as:

K, = k i X k3/(k2 + k3) (in ml/min/ml). Eq.3

Here, k, and K.,are both expressed as rates per unit volume, i.e.,
nil/min per ml of tissue. When the plasma fluoride concentration
(['9F ]. in p-mol/liter) and the specific mass (p, in g/liter) are

known, the net mass flux to bone equals:
Mass flux = A x K, x [19F~]/p (in /Â¿mol/min/g). Eq. 4

In Equation 4, Ais the lumped constant, indicating the difference in
biological behavior between radioactive and stable tracer. Forfluoride, ISF and IMF~have the same chemical properties, and

therefore A = 1. Another way of expressing the flux is in units of
concentration per volume:

Volume flux = A X KÂ¡X [19F~] (in fimol/min/liter). Eq. 5

Turnover half times of tracer in compartments 2 and 3 can also be
calculated. The following equations hold for the model of Figure 1:

T|/2 (compartment 2) = T2 = 0.693/(k2 +

and

(in min). Eq. 6

T|/2 (compartment 3) = T3 = 0.693/k4 (in min). Eq. 7

The interpolated plasma clearance curve gave the tracer concen
tration in the vascular compartment as a function of time and
served as the input function. An additional parameter, the so-called
blood pool term (BV), was also estimated. BV represents the
vascular blood in the studied tissue volume and is expressed as a
percentage of the input function. Using iterative least squares fitting,
the rate constants were adjusted to obtain optimal correspondence
between the sum of the tracer concentrations in compartments 2 and 3

TABLE 2
Range of Bone Blood Flow and Influx Rate in Two Patients with

Paget's Disease

Abnormal boneregionsAreaFlow

(ml/min/ml)Influx(ml/min/ml)Contralateral

controlregionsFlow(ml/min/ml)Influx

(ml/min/ml)

Lumbar 0.19-0.24 0.139-0.160

spine
Pelvis 0.14-0.29 0.074-0.147 0.03-0.07 0.019-0.063

(extracellular and bone) and the time-activity curves in the regions of
interest. The corresponding covariance matrix is not diagonal. This
means that the estimates of the individual rate constants are not
independent, and as a result, errors on one estimate propagate to the
others. However, it can be shown that these errors partially cancel
out in the computation of the macro K or influx rate. Consequently,
the precision on the estimate of macro K. is better than that on the
individual rate constants. A more detailed description of the model
and alternate approach to derive macro K with the Patlak graphical
analysis is given by Hawkins et al. (75).

Fluoride concentration was determined with gas chromatogra-
phy by the Pharmacy Laboratory at the University of Utrecht
(Utrecht, Netherlands). The procedure is described by Glerum et al.
(21,22) and yields the fluoride plasma concentration in fxmol/liter.
Special tubes that were low in CaF2 were used to ensure the
absence of fluoride cross-contamination.

We investigated nine patients with metabolic bone disorders:
involutional osteoporosis (n = 4), Paget's disease (n = 2). primary

hyperparathyroidism (n = 2) and juvenile osteoporosis (n = 1). All
patients, with the exception of the patient with juvenile osteopo
rosis (age, 30 yr), were over 50 yr old (mean, 63 yr; range, 52-78
yr); there were five women and four men.

RESULTS

Fluoride Distribution
Fluorine-18-fluoride concentrations in both plasma and

whole blood were counted. About 20 sec after the intravenous
administration of the radiopharmaceutical, the count rate in the
contralateral radial artery was sufficiently high for reliable
count rate estimates, and the plasma-to-whole blood ratio had
stabilized. For the detailed analysis, 30 sec after injection was
arbitrarily selected as the starting point. All values thereafter
were entered, yielding 144 sampling points for both plasma and
whole blood in these nine patients. The average plasma-to-whole

TABLE 3
Average Data in Metabolic Bone Disease

FlowDisorderOsteoporosis*OldJuvenilePaget's

diseasefHyperparathyroidism"Normal

men"*n412211Age(yr)6330695440BiochemistryCa8.98.99.011.0â€”PO,5.23.13.61.7â€”AF162220751181â€”F24153146â€”BMD(%)685986â€”â€”(ml/min/ml)Mean0.0580.2000.2050.1010.106s.d.0.0200.0090.0030.054Influx

rate(ml/min/ml)Mean0.0220.0590.1140.0340.036s.d.0.0140.0080.0030.006Flux(jumol/min/liter)Mean0.0230.0470.1850.0800.133s.d.0.0100.0040.0190.054Â§

'Vertebral bodies.

'Affected zones in the pelvis.
'Volunteers from UCLA (75).
Â§Fluxbased on three normal subjects.
Ca = serum calcium in mg/dl; PO4 - serum phosphate in mg/dl; AF = serum alkalic phosphatase in ID/liter; F = serum fluoride in /ng/liter; BMD = bone

mineral density of L2-L4 vertebrae determined with dual energy X-ray absorptiometry in percentage of age-matched controls.
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TABLE 4 
Individual Patient Data 

Age 
B'ochemw BMD T h r e e c o m ~ ~ m  

Disorder br) Sex Ca PO4 AF F (%) k, k, k, k., BV T, T, K, OVmitVliier) 

Ost€lopoms 
Old 63 M 7.9 4.4 96 24 68 

78 F 10.2 7.2 108 26 67 

68 F 8.5 4.1 58 26 80 

52 F 9.1 4.5 385 19 58 

Juvenile 30 M 8.9 3.1 220 15 59 

Paget's diseaset 69 F 9.5 3.8 942 32 81 

68 M 8.5 3.3 560 30 90 

-mi 56 F 11.2 1.4 114 35 - 
52 M 10.8 1.9 248 57 - 

NOfmal ITW-l*  OM----- 

Y* bodies. 
tAffected mnes in the pelvis. 
Wunteers from UCLA (1 1 male subjects) (15). 
wux based on three normal subjects. 
Values in hckets am s.d. k, and K, are in mVmin/ml; k,, k, and k., are in l/min; and BV is in mVml. 
M = male; F = female; Ca = serum calcium in mg/dl; PO4 = serum phosphate in mg/dl; AF := serum alkalic phosphatase in IUhter, F = serum fluoride 

in Crgniter, BMD = bone mineral density of L244 vertekae determined with dual energy x-ray absorptiometry in percentage of agsmatched controls; T, 
and T, = turnover half times (in rnin) of tracer in compartments 2 and 3, respectively. 

blood ratio was 1.30, with a s.d. of 0.09, and linear regression 
analysis of this ratio over time fintished a slope that did not differ 
significantly from 0. In Figure 2, the ratio of plasma to blood is 
plotted. Therefore, more of the injected tracer is available in the 
freely diffusable plasma compartment. 

Inspection of the individual patient ratios did not reveal 
significant differences, indicating that there is no relationship 
between disease state and plasmahlood fluoride distribution. 

Skeletal Flow and Flux 
For the five o~teoporosis patients, the range of flow and 

influx rate values is given in Table 1. Data are presented in 
ml/minlml for certain areas of normal appearing bone. The 
difference between high-turnover osteoporosis in the 30-yr-old 
man and the other patients (mean age, 63 yr) is obvious. 

Table 2 gives the bone blood flow and influx rate of the two 
patients with Paget's disease. In this disorder, we measured the 
highest flow imd influx. Abnormal areas have a 3- to 5-fold 
increased flow and 2- to 3-fold increased influx rate compared 
to the contralateral control areas. 

A summary of average values for the investigated metabolic 

A 

" i- a,' t*! 

FIWRE 3. Transverse planes of the lumbar spine of a 52-yrold woman with 
osteopods. The images were acquired between 45 min and 60 min after FIGURE A Paget's d i i  of bone in a 69-yrold woman. Four consecutive 
administration of 350 MBq of remuoride. The gray levels from the image transverse images at the level of the hips and lower sawum (at the bottom of 
itself carmot be directly cormted to skeletal Row or influx rate. Mathematical planes C and D). Note the high uptake in the M e d  bones in the rigM 
modeling is necessary to obtain these pammete~~. Note the detail of ischium and femoral head, whereas the not involved bones on the left am 
vertebral body, bans- and spinaus processes. In the highest plane (A barely visible in this l i i  gray scale. The bladder is in the field of view and 
and B), degenerative changes are seen in the left facet joint. "hot" because fluoride is excreted in the urine (-25%). 
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FIGURE 5. A 77-yr-old woman with focally increased uptake in the thoracic
spine. This coronal and sagittal plane of 81 cm in length reveals the
compression fracture at T7. The whole-body images were acquired after the

dynamic scan was completed. An additional unsuspected lesion was dis
covered in a vertebra two levels lower. Because the field of view of a PET
scanner is limited, the area of interest for the PET study has to be defined
beforehand with another imaging modality. In this patient, dynamic images of
the lumbar spine were acquired; therefore, no dynamic images are available
of the compression fracture to estimate flow and influx rate.

bone disorders is given in Table 3. As expected, osteoporosis in
the elderly has both low flow and low influx rate, whereas
juvenile osteoporosis and Paget's disease reveal the opposite

pattern. Patients with hypcrparathyroidism provided the same
values as did the normal male volunteers from UCLA.

An overview of the individual patients is given in Table 4.
Pertinent serum levels reveal the expected abnormalities for
Paget's disease and primary hyperparathyroidism. The bone

mineral density, expressed as a percentage of the age-matched

controls, was most decreased in the osteoporotic patients. The
flux, i.e., the net forward transport of fluoride from the vascular
to bone compartment (Fig. 1), was calculated by using Equation
5. Calculation of the mass flux (Eq. 4) requires the regional
specific mass. Table 4 shows a wide range of bone mineral
density values, and both trabecular and cortical bone were
investigated; therefore, the true regional specific mass will vary
considerably per patient and must be measured independently.

As Table 4 suggests, the flux appeared to have the highest
power to distinguish the disorders. However, determination of
fluoride concentration is not a routine laboratory procedure.
Therefore, flow and influx rates with dimensions of ml/min/ml
are usually calculated with the [lxF]fluoride-PET method. Table

3 shows that the patients with involutional osteoporosis and
Paget's disease have flow and influx rate values at the extremes,

when compared to normal vertebral bodies of the thoracic spine,
as reported previously by Hawkins et al. (75) (last rows of
Tables 3 and 4).

Clinical Cases
Typical transverse slices of the lumbar vertebrae at the end of

a dynamic scan are given in Figure 3. From these images, the
skeletal flow and influx cannot be assessed visually.

In Figure 4, images of the hips and pelvis of the patient with
long-standing Paget's disease are shown. Note the increased

fluoride uptake in the involved right hip compared to the normal
left hip.

In Figure 5, a representative coronal and sagittal plane of a
whole-body PET is shown. The study was performed in a
typical osteoporosis patient. Note the high fluoride uptake in the
compression fractures. The whole-body images were acquired
after completion of the dynamic scan and were acquired as a set
of sequential volumetric images.

DISCUSSIONWith IXF~-PET, we were able to obtain estimates of regional

skeletal blood flow in vivo. To our knowledge, Nahmias et al.
(23) published the first paper on skeletal flow determination
with [lxF]fluoride and a modern-type PET scanner in dogs.

However, they did not supply a direct correlation of the PET
results with invasive flow methods, such as microspheres. The
quantitative [IXF]fluoride PET method was later applied to

humans by the UCLA group (13-16). Here, we have shown that

the procedure may be applied to patients who tolerated the
sometimes lengthy imaging times well.

The plasma-to-blood ratio appeared constant after an initial
0.5 min of equilibration time (Fig. 2). We did not find a
decreasing ratio with time, as was reported by Hawkins et al.
(75). This is likely related to the difference in the way the input
function is acquired. We used true arterial sampling, whereas in
the Hawkins' study, arterialized venous blood sampling was

switched to normal venous sampling after 30 min. Figure 2
indicates that arterial blood instead of plasma can be used to
measure the input function. Because the plasma-to-blood ratio
is disorder-independent, an image-derived blood pool input
function might be used as well, which greatly simplifies the
procedure. The relationship of input functions (plasma, whole
blood and left ventricular blood pool) and its effects on
modeling of skeletal fluoride kinetics was reported earlier by us
in the beagle dog (24,25).

Flow and influx were determined in three metabolic bone
disorders. We found both a high flow and high influx rate for
Paget's disease as expected (Tables 2-4). The opposite was

demonstrated for osteoporosis in the elderly. Previously, we
have described skeletal fluoride kinetics in normal male volun
teers measured with PET and IXF and found fluoride uptake to

be a first-order process with a three-compartment model being

the preferred kinetic structure (14,15). In this preliminary study,
we have shown that the model also holds for pathological bone.

Given the relatively short half-life of IXF(about 110 min) and

PET acquisition times, reliable estimates of regional skeletal
blood flow are possible. T2 values are on the order of a few
minutes (Eq. 6 and Table 4), and there is a trend of shorter
half-times for the high-turnover metabolic disorders. On the
other hand, T3 values (Eq. 7) are much higher than T2 values, by
about 2 orders of magnitude (see Table 4), and a value of 65 hr
has been reported for transport of fluoride into the normal bone
compartment (15). Therefore, the fluoride clearance rate of
bone mineral is probably too slow to be estimated reliably with
PET, even for pathological bone with high turnover. Interest
ingly, the clearance half-time of the bone compartment (T3) was
similar for involutional osteoporosis and Paget's disease and

was about the same as normal. On the contrary, in juvenile
osteoporosis and hyperparathyroidism, T-, appears decreased,
suggesting increased turnover. The other kinetic parameters in
hyperparathyroidism are the same as those in normal male
volunteers. The fraction of tracer in the second compartment
that will be transported to the bone compartment is k,/(k2 + k3),
which is equal to the ratio K/k, and is about 1/3 for normal
vertebra, hyperparathyroidism and both juvenile and involu
tional osteoporosis and about 1/2 for Paget's disease (Table 3).

This latter finding with maintained turnover (T,) suggests
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of our data in
metabolic disorders to those of normal
male subjects from Hawkins et al. (75).
Columns represent mean pathological-
to-normal ratios, and bars indicate 1 s.d..

Normal flow and influx rates (KJ are
based on 11 subjects, whereas the nor
mal flux contains the average of 3 sub
jects (see Tables 3 and 4). The numbers
of patients in the studied groups are:
involutional osteoporosis, n = 4; juvenile
osteoporosis, n = 1; Paget's disease, n =

2; and hyperparathyroidism, n = 2.

primary increased flow in Paget's disease. Juvenile osteoporo

sis, on the other hand, has a maintained K/k, ratio with
increased turnover reflecting a secondarily increased flow. The
Kj/k, ratio will remain unchanged if both k2 and k, increase
appropriately. PET is unique in permitting this type of regional
analysis in vivo and will contribute significantly in understand
ing disease processes in bone at the physiologic and biochem
ical level.

Possible variations in regional extraction fraction might lead
to underestimation of the flow (Eq. I ). However, this technique
will still be able to estimate the distribution of skeletal flow, i.e.,
over the different regions and organs, with a much higher
degree of accuracy than do whole-body clearance techniques.
Conventional bone scintigraphy with WmTc-labeled diphospho-

nates will also supply a map of the regional flow distribution.
However, PET with [lsF]fluoride has the capability of absolute

quantification of regional flow and flux.
If the specific mass of the tissue involved is known, multi

plication with the regional flow (Eq. 2) yields the local
perfusiÃ³n in ml/min/g. The regional specific mass can be
measured with quantitative CT. which is not a routine proce
dure. Mass flux can be determined if both specific mass and
plasma fluoride concentration are known (Eq. 3). We evaluated
the fluoride flux (expressed per volume; Eq. 4) and compared
similar bone structures. The flux can be used to separate high
from low "bone-turnover" states (Table 4). Hawkins et al. (75)

supplied plasma fluoride levels around 3 jumol/liter in three
volunteers. For our patients, we found an average serum level of
29 fig/liter, corresponding to 1.4 Â±0.8 /Â¿mol/liter(Tables 3 and
4), which is within the normal range for Northern Europe
(17.21,22). A direct comparison between pathological and
normal bone was attempted by calculating the ratios for the
flow, influx rate and flux. The results are given in Figure 6 and
reveal the discriminating power of the flux. Both involutional
and juvenile osteoporosis had a decreased flux, whereas Paget's

disease had increased values, and hyperparathyroidism showed
values within the normal range. When influx rate K| was used
instead of fluoride flux, the values show a larger overlap, i.e.,
ratios of 1.6 in juvenile osteoporosis, 0.7 in involutional
osteoporosis and 0.9 in hyperparathyroidism. In other words,
the flux may be used for classification of metabolic bone

disease and might also be useful for monitoring therapeutic
interventions (26). Needless to say that the aforementioned
observations are based on a limited number of patients and
normal subjects. However, the use of PET and its quantitative
aspects are elegantly disclosed in studying biological processes
in vivo.

Quantitative estimates of k, (Table 4) in normal vertebrae by
Hawkins et al. (15) correspond favorably to animal data with a
perfusion of 5 ml/min/100 g in cortical and 16 ml/min/100 g in
trabecular bone (27-29). We found 0.11 ml/min/ml in normal

volunteers, which may be converted to 7.6 ml/min/100 g by
using a specific mass for vertebrae of 1.4 g/ml (14.15).
Pathological bone showed the expected trend depending on the
disorder: osteoporosis showed low flow (Table 1 and Figs. 3, 5
and 6), and Paget's disease showed high flow (Table 2 and Figs.

4 and 6).
Wootton (30) has reviewed the measurement of normal bone

blood flow in humans. In this excellent contribution, he com
pared the results of whole-body clearance techniques with x5Sr
or I8F to the mXe washout technique (31) and the PET method

of Hawkins et al. (15). Remarkably, the results were quite
similar, given the type of bone studied (cortical, trabecular or
mixed), except for the data of Charkes et al. (4-6), which
showed a clear-cut 2-3 times higher value than did the other
studies. In general, the whole-body clearance methods provided
a lower limit of skeletal perfusion that is inherent to the
technique, whereas the regional methods yielded somewhat
higher numbers. In an attempt to arrive at a consensus, Wootton
(30) concluded that the estimated mean value of skeletal blood
flow was 4% of cardiac output (range, 3.5%-9%), correspond
ing to a blood flow of 270 ml/min or skeletal perfusion of 3.4
ml/min/100 g for the standard man. However, an independent
noninvasi ve determination of k, in humans is not possible. For
vertebrae with abundance of trabecular bone, a higher value has
to be expected. Thus, a close correspondence was observed
between perfusion of normal vertebrae (15), our results for
hyperparathyroidism (Table 4) and published animal data ob
tained with invasive techniques (27-29).

Wootton et al. (32) assessed skeletal flow in Paget's disease

and found a wide range, from 1 to 5 times normal flow. Here,
we found flow values in affected spine and pelvis to be twice as
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high as values in the normal UCLA volunteers and three times
those of the elderly with osteoporosis (Table 3). Comparison of
values within the same patient with Paget's disease gave a flow

of 0.089 ml/min/ml in the female patient and 0.054 in the male
patient, yielding flow ratios of affected-to-normal bone of 2.2
and 3.9, respectively (see Tables 2 and 4). The same group
[Green et al. (33)] reported that the skeletal blood flow in
metabolic bone disorders showed a wide range with the largest
variations in Paget's disease. Similar fluctuations occur in

hematological disorders (31).
Based on the results of this investigation, the fluoride flux to

the bone compartment is the parameter of choice to distinguish
the metabolic bone disorders (Table 4 and Fig. 6). Because the
fluoride concentration is not easy to determine and is only
available in specialized laboratories, the influx rate KÂ¡may be
used instead. Thus, influx rate is high in bone disorders with
increased metabolic turnover and low in (low-turnover) osteo
porosis, i.e., in the normal appearing areas without fractures.

A drawback of this technology for routine skeletal fluoride
measurements is the limited availability of PET and radioactivefluoride. However, the half-life of 1XF~permits remote produc

tion of the radionuclide and transport of the tracer to satellite
nuclear medicine departments. Another limitation is the axial
field of view of current PET cameras, which is about 10-25 cm.
Because dynamic imaging is necessary over a 1-2 hr period,

only one specific body area can be studied during a single
session. True whole-body PET with measurement of bone
blood flow and flux in real time is not yet feasible.

The results of the present investigation and the observed
trends need to be corroborated in larger series. Also, the
application of this tool in clinical practice needs to be ad
dressed, and further research is indicated to establish the proper
indications for quantification of flow and flux in bone disorders.

CONCLUSION
Regional flow and influx rate, as well as flux, can be

determined in vivo with PET. Flow and influx vary, depending
on the type of bone, turnover rate and presence of metabolic
disease. Abnormal bone showed different flow and influx rates
compared to normal areas. Paget's disease had the highest flow

and influx rates, whereas involutional osteoporosis had the
lowest values. In principle, it is possible to characterize the
severity of metabolic bone disorders with [lxF]fluoride PET.

The application of this method, allowing for an instantaneous
measurement of flow and influx rates, may have potential utility
in assessing the severity of a patient's disease or in monitoring

the effect of treatment. The possible indications in clinical
routine need further investigation.
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